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so that one passage through them reduces the buttons to the required thickness, which is about 0-25 millimetre, or 0-01 inch, or about the thickness of an ordinary visiting card. The u fillets " (c, Fig. 220) thus obtained should all be of uniform size and thickness, with " wire edges/' as ragged edges expose them to loss during the boiling. After being rolled they are replaced in the tray, /, and annealed at a dull red heat. In some offices, the buttons
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Scale, I inch = IS inches. Fig. itti).1— Button Trays, Royal Mint.
and fillets are annealed by a blowpipe on charcoal instead of in the furnace. They must not be made too hot, as that entails a loss of gold in the parting acid.   1 1 is best to raise them to a low red heat.   The object of the first annealing is to soften the buttons and facilitate their passage through the rolls, while that of the second is to enable the fillets to be rolled into i: cornets " or spirals, tl9 between the finger and thumb, or round a glass rod, and also to put. the metal into a suitable physical condition for parting.   Unannealed fillets tend to In-oak up in nitric acid.    Care is taken to leave that, which was formerly the lower side of the button outside, for a reason given below (p. 552).    This face is easily recognised, us it is less brilliant. than the other.
H.     Parting. ..... This     was    formerly
HTerted  by  boiling  with   nitric,  ueid in
«ilass "* parting flasks."    Platinum boiling
travs save time, and are now used when-
ever possible.    The silver is dissolved by
the   arid,   which   should   be   free   from
chlorine in any form, sulphuric, and sul-
phurous acids, or sulphides from which
sulphuric,  arid   may   be  formed.    These
substances dissolve gold, in the presence
of  boiling nitric, acid.    It, is sometimes
stated  that, the acid  must be  free from  nitrous fumes,  but this is not
necessary, as silver protects gold from the action of nitric and nitrous acids,
and as soon as parting begins great quantities of nitrous fumes are generated.
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Scale, full aixo.
Fig. 220.—-Singes in working a Gold Bullion Assay Piece,
'Mr. John Murray.
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